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April 7, 1987 BRANCH-

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

COMMENTS ON THE ADVANCE NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING ON THE
DEFINITION OF OHIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE".

1. The conceptual, revised definition of HLW given in 1IB3:
Conceptual Definition of wHigh-Level Waste's would exclude
liquid radioactive waste, not from a facility for
reprocessing irradiated reactor fuel, even if it contained
both long-lived radionuclides in concentrations exceeding
the values of Table 1 and short-lived radionuclides with
concentrations exceeding the values of Table 2. This makes
no sense since the same radionuclides in liquid form would
be a greater hazard.

2. The basic philosophy of.the ANPR, as expressed in II:
Considerations for Defining 'High-Level Radioactive Waste",
is: 'The Commission considers that these two

-characteristics, intense radioactivity for a few centuries
followed by a long-term hazard requiring permanent
isolation, are key features which can be used to distinguish
high-level wastes from other waste categories.' As noted in
footnote 19, the elements whose isotopes have intense
radioactivity for a few centuries can be chemically
separated from those elements whose isotopes are a long-term
hazard requiring permanent isolation. Thus, under this
definition, most high-level waste could be removed from the
category by chemical separation, although the danger
inherent in the radioisotopes would not have changed at all.
This makes no sense if 'high-level waste is to be a
category of any use. A major rethinking of the purpose of
having a 'high-level waste' category is needed, especially
since, as the ANPR notes, the Commission could require some
'low-level waste' to be placed in a geological repository.
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For wl, t it may be worth, we offer the following suggest, i:

1 - That any wastes containing Sr-90, Cs-137, I-129, Pu-239,
Ra-226, C-14 (or any other long-lived radioactive isotopes)
automatica~ly be classified as HILW, regardless of their
content in the mixture.

2 - In lieu of working out a "sum of the fractions" rule to de-
ter;rine wihetiler ; waste be high or low-)evel, we hark back
to Comn;issioner Bernthal's recowmendetio n in your proposed
rule re: "extraordinery nuclear occurrence" (Fed Reg -Apr
9-85, p 13878):
Set a fixed dose rate - in millirads/hr - to distinguish
Ligh level r ixtures from low-level.

3 - We fail to see anr good reason why Naturelly-occurrring or
Accelerator-produced ;adioactive ; aterials should rot be
subject to ary standard you acopt.

4 - If the above Drornosals rake sense to yoei - and if t1hey should
conflict Yith the Energy Reorgerizatior Act or 74, or NViTA
of 82, why rot asl- Congress to arend the Acts? On thte
grounds of public health and safety, ard common defense and
securi ty?

AcKnowledged by ird.... _
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